
Introduction

As the name suggests, games played according to Dynamic rules are 

faster, attacking strategy is more effective, and randomness is a greater 

factor which makes the game more relaxed and less strategic (compared 

to the Core rules).

Dynamic rules are primarily adapted for molded tank pieces (which don’t 

have rotatable turrets), but there are also explanations for playing with 

realistic miniatures.

Rulebook Conventions

Text and images highlighted with colored shadow are:

Green – text and images that describe and illustrate examples.

Purple – text that describes optional rules.

Yellow – text that adds suggestions, explanations or commentary.

Only non-highlighted text and illustrations are necessary to play the 

game. Blue text is particularly important.

Game Components Used with Dynamic Rules

- Playing board (3D terrain and accessories)

- Units (combat vehicles, auxiliary vehicles and fixed weapons)

- 6 Blue dice           (with numbers 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6)

- 7 Red dice six white with red dots         (standard, numbers 1 6), and – –

one red with white dots           (‘half-die’, numbers 1 3)–

- Rulers (several different lengths)

- Protractors (two vertical and four horizontal)

-  (black or yellow)Damage/destruction markers

- Activation markers (blue blocks)

- Dynamic Unit Charts (Generic Classes or Types).

- Dial counter

- Scenario booklet

General Rules

Panzer Strike is designed for two players, and is played on a squared 

board. Each playing piece represents an individual tank or armored unit.

Each piece occupies a single square, placed either orthogonally or 

diagonally. Each square may contain only one unit.

Example 1:

All beige units are positioned correctly, while gray units are not.

Each unit type has its own characteristics, shown in the Dynamic Unit 

Charts.

The Generic Classes Unit Chart represents units by categories, which 

means that tanks from a single class (Medium Tank class for example) 

have the same characteristics for each player, providing symmetrical 

gameplay. Types Unit Charts represent particular historical units.

The goal of the game is determined by each scenario. The Basic scenario 

is included on page 7.

The game can be played without using a scenario, with the simple goal of 

destroying all enemy units. In this case, start with opposing units on 

opposite sides of the board, within five squares of the edges.

Choice of Units

Each unit type (or generic class) has an Effectiveness value, shown in the 

first column of the Unit Charts. Both players should choose units with 

equal total Effectiveness values, or according to the scenario.

Depending on the desired game duration, the recommended total 

Effectiveness per player is 15–50 points.

Example 2:  The agreed maximum total Effectiveness per player is 34 

points, using the Generic Classes Unit Chart.

Player 1 wants to have a small number of strong tanks, and chooses:

 - 6 Heavy Tanks (Effectiveness 3 pts × 6 = 18 pts)

 - 5 Medium Tanks (2 pts × 5 = 10 pts)

 - 2 Heavy Tank Destroyers (3 pts × 2 = 6 pts)

Therefore, at the beginning of the game, he has 13 units (6+5+2), with 

total Effectiveness 34 pts (18+10+6).

Player 2 has a different strategy. He wants to attack with many light and 

fast units:

 - 3 Armored Cars (1 pt × 3 = 3 pts)

 - 8 Light Tanks (1 pt × 8 = 8 pts)

 - 7 Medium Tanks (2 pts × 7 = 14 pts)

 - 2 Light Tank Destroyers (1.5 pts × 2 = 3 pts)

 - 3 Tank Hunters (2 pts × 3 = 6 pts)

At the beginning of the game, Player 2 has 23 units (3+8+7+2+3), with 

total Effectiveness 34 pts (3+8+14+3+6).

Round Sequence

One round is complete when each player has completed their turn once. 

One player must complete their Movement Phase followed by their Firing 

Phase, before the other player does the same.

Movement Phase

In each round,  (‘step’ is explained on all vehicles can move one step each

the next page). A limited number of vehicles can move more than one 

step, which depends on how many Blue dice are rolled (one vehicle for 

each die).

According to the total number of active (non-destroyed) vehicles, the 

number of Blue dice rolled is:

Active vehicles:

Number of

Blue dice:

2 - 5

2

6 - 10

3

11 - 15

4

16 - 20

5

21 +

6

Optional rule 1 – Command tank: Each player should 

choose one tank to be the commanding unit (it can be 

distinguished from other vehicles by a plastic antenna

which can be attached to the playing piece). As long as the command tank 

is active, the maximum number of Blue dice rolled is increased by 1. 

Activation markers can be placed next to the units that were 

moved, with the hollow side up for the vehicles moved only one 

step. Remove all blocks at the end of the player’s turn.

Not all vehicles must be moved in every round, a player can even choose 

not to move anything.
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Optional rule 2 – If all the Blue dice roll the same number, one extra  

vehicle can be moved. For example, if three dice are rolled and each one 

of them shows the same number, four vehicles can be moved by more 

than one step.

Firing Phase

After completing the Movement phase (for all vehicles the player wishes 

to move), perform the Firing Phase. Every tank can fire in every round, 

provided it has a target in range and in sight.

Movement

At the beginning of Movement Phase, roll Blue dice. Each die is assigned 

to one vehicle that the player wants to move by more than one step.

The number of steps a vehicle can move is determined by modifying the 

number on the Blue die according to the vehicle’s speed (‘Speed’ column 

in Unit Charts). This is the maximum number of steps a vehicle can move 

in one round ( ).it may be moved less

Depending on whether the vehicle has tracks or wheels (see ‘Drive Type’ in 

Unit Charts, ‘T’ = tracks, ‘W’ = wheels), different steps are handled 

differently. Half-tracks move using the same rules as wheeled vehicles.

Tracked Vehicles

Tracked vehicles can take the following movement steps:

 - a straight move to the square in front

 - a 45° rotation in the current square

In one Movement Phase, a vehicle can move in a combination of different 

steps (straight forward moves and left/right rotations). See examples:

Example 3:

initial
position

final
position

The Generic Classes Unit Chart is used in this example. Five dice are  Blue 

rolled, because the player has more than 17 active vehicles. The numbers 

rolled are: , , , , . The vehicles moved in the following way:3 5 4 3 6

‘A’ (Medium Tank)   +0 = 3 steps (forward – forward – forward): 3

‘B’ (Light Tank):  +1 = 6 steps (forward – forward – right rotation 5

–  forward – left rotation – forward)

‘C’ (Tank Hunter):  +2 = 6 steps (four rotations to the right – 4

forward – forward)

‘D’ (Heavy Tank)  -1 = 2 steps (left rotation – forward): 3

‘E’ (Medium Tank)  +0 = 6 steps (left rotation – forward – forward : 6

– right rotation – forward). It could move another step, but the 

player chose not to.

When a tracked vehicle reverses, it can only move straight backwards by 

one step, without combinations with rotations and forward movement. 

The following example shows one tracked vehicle reversing.

Example 4:

As there are six active vehicles, three Blue dice are rolled, showing 

numbers: , , and . The vehicles moved in the following way:6 5 3 

‘F’ (Medium Tank)  +0 = 6 steps (left rotation – left rotation). It : 6

could move more steps but chose not to.

‘G’ (Light Tank)  +1 = 6 steps (forward – left rotation – forward – : 5

forward – left rotation – forward)

‘ ’ (Heavy Tank) moved backwards. Since reversing can only be H

one step, a Blue die is not assigned to this vehicle.

The player decided not to move any more vehicles.

Wheeled Vehicles

Wheeled vehicles move differently than tracked vehicles, because they 

cannot rotate in place within a square.

Wheeled vehicles can take the following movement steps:

 - a straight move to the square in front

 - a 45° left/right move into the square diagonally in front

(After each moving, the rear of the vehicle must be pointing 

towards the previous square)

In other words, when turning, the vehicle first rotates by 45° and then 

moves forwards, all of which counts as a single movement step.

Example 5 – correct movement of wheeled vehicles:

‘A’ (Truck)  +2 = 8 steps (forward – forward – forward – left turn – : 6

right turn – forward – right turn – right turn)

‘B’ (Armored Car)  +2 = 6 steps (six turns to the right): 4

‘C’ (Half-track)  +1 = 6 steps (forward – forward –:   left turn). It did  5

not move the maximum number of steps.

Example 6 – incorrect movement of wheeled vehicles:

wrongly
positioned
in the last
square

too sharp
turn too

sharp
turn

wrongly positioned
in the last

square
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A wheeled vehicle can reverse , to the square straight one step only

behind. In that case, it can also change direction by 45 degrees (it first 

moves to the square  by 45°, all of which directly behind it and then rotates

counts as a single step).

Example 7 – correct reverse movement of wheeled vehicles:

Example 8 – incorrect reverse movement of wheeled vehicles:

wrong
direction

too
sharp turn

wrong
direction

too sharp
turn

Fixed Weapons

Fixed weapons (guns and howitzers) cannot change their location 

independently, instead, various vehicles are used to tow them. However, 

Dynamic rules do not cover towing fixed weapons. 

A fixed weapon can . In each round, all fixed weapons only rotate in place

can rotate 45° left or right, which is done in Movement Phase. If rotated, it 

cannot fire in the same round.

Example 9:

Armor

Armor is not the same on all sides of a tank. The thickest armor is on the 

front, slightly thinner on the sides, and the thinnest on the rear. The armor 

effectiveness depends on thickness, steel quality and the impact angle.

Armour values are shown in Unit Charts. Use the firing unit’s location 

relative to the target to determine whether the hit is to the front, side or 

rear. See armor zones:

Shots fired  from the target’s longitudinal axis (see dashed exactly 45°

lines in the diagram above) count as hits to the .side armor

Firing

As already described, the Firing Phase is played after the Movement Phase.

Firing can be either direct or parabolic. All armed units can use direct fire.

Howitzers (self-propelled or fixed) can fire parabolically, but only if they 

have not moved in that round.

Auxiliary vehicles (trucks, half-tracks, and recovery vehicles) cannot fire 

as they are not armed.

Direct Fire

To use direct fire, the target must be in the firing unit’s line of sight (there 

must be no buildings, active or destroyed units or similar on the shell’s 

path). This can be checked with a ruler.

Example 10:

Line of sight: 

A weapon .cannot fire at a target located in an adjacent square

Firing Direction (Arc of Fire)

Some vehicles have guns mounted in rotating turrets (tanks and armored 

cars for example). Tank destroyers and self-propelled howitzers have 

hull-mounted weapons with very limited left/right movement.

When a turreted vehicle is firing, the following rules apply:

1) If not moved in the Firing Phase, it can fire in any direction (360°).

2)  of the longitudinal axis If moved, it can fire at targets anywhere ±90°

(including the squares exactly on 90°).

Example 11:

Tanks A and B can fire at the gray tank, while tank C cannot.

If played with realistic miniatures which have rotating turrets, the 

following rules apply:

Turrets can be positioned to any 45° increment relative to the vehicle, but 

if a vehicle turns, its turret turns with it (maintains the same position 

relative to the hull).

In a single round (during Movement Phase), a turret can be rotated by     

no more than 90° in either direction

A tank can fire at targets located ±27° from the direction of the turret, 

which is determined using horizontal protractors (same as for tank 

destroyers, see next page).
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Hull-mounted weapons and fixed weapons can fire in an arc of ±27°, 

which is measured using a horizontal protractor.

Depending on the position of the vehicle relative to the squares on the 

board (parallel or diagonally), use an appropriate protractor. See the 

diagram:

Parallel horizontal
protractor

Diagonal
horizontal
protractor

Example 12:

In both examples 

(12 and 13), the 

tank destroyer can 

only fire at tanks 

A, B, and C.

Example 13:

Firing Procedure

Each time when firing, clearly point out the firing weapon and its target. 

Check line of sight and measure the range to the target using rulers 

(green side).

To measure the range, position the start end of the ruler (red edge) above 

the center of the firing unit’s square, with the other end passing through 

the target. The range is shown by the number on the ruler directly above 

the target’s closest point (relative to the firing unit).

Note that the firing tank and the target must not be in adjacent squares 

(there has to be an empty square between).

Then roll several Red dice, depending on the firing unit’s Firepower (see 

‘Firepower’ in Dynamic Unit Charts). The sum of rolled numbers on the 

dice is the Resulting Firepower Value, or RFV (this is not a fixed number, 

but a value obtained every time when firing).

The opponent's  than the sum of the unit is destroyed if the RFV is greater

Armor Value (AV) and Range (R). 

Example 14: The same situation is shown in the diagrams below, from two 

angles. With the help of a ruler, it is determined that the line of sight is 

clear and that the range is 9.

firing unit previously
destroyed tank

previously
destroyed tank

target

The gray Heavy Tank is located in the frontal armor zone of the target, a 

beige Medium Tank. The front Armor Value of a Medium Tank is 7. The 

sum of AV and R is: 7 + 9 = 16. To hit and destroy the target, the ‘gray’ 

player must roll RFV 16 or greater using 4 standard Red dice (which is the 

Heavy Tank’s firepower).

After firing from one unit, move on to the next unit that can fire and 

repeat the procedure.

Firing Outcome

If a unit is destroyed, it , remains in place on the board

and a black marker is placed on the square under it.

If using molded pieces that have flat sides, destroyed vehicles can simply 

be flipped on their side instead of using black markers.

If the RFV is smaller than the sum of R and AV, it is a miss (or a hit that did 

not cause any damage).

If  to AV+R, the target is damaged. RFV is exactly equal

A yellow marker is placed on the square under the unit.

A damaged vehicle cannot move (but can still fire).

If a unit is damaged twice, it is automatically destroyed.
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- Vehicle ‘A’ (Light Tank) moved 4 steps, and came into a position 

to fire at tank ‘F’, and the player announces firing. The range 

(measured using a ruler) is 2. The AV is 4, as the side armor of a 

Medium Tank is targeted. Two Red dice show numbers  and , 4 1

thus the sum, or RFV, is 5. In this case, the RFV (5) is lower than the 

sum of AV and R (4 + 2 = 6) – this is a .miss

- Vehicle ‘B’ (Heavy Tank) moved 2 steps and came into a 

position to fire at tank ‘G’. Range is 6, and AV is 7 (side 

armor of a Heavy Tank). The numbers rolled (four Red dice) 

are , ,  and  so the RFV is 15, which is greater than the 6 5 2 2

sum of AV and R (13) – the target is destroyed.

- Vehicle ‘ ’ (C Light Self-Propelled Howitzer) moved 5 steps and it fires at 

the Heavy Tank ‘ ’ using direct fire. R = 3, V = 7. Three Red dice (of whichH A

one is a ‘half-die’) are rolled and the numbers 

shown are , , and  so RFV is 10. As RFV is equal to 5 4 1

AV + R, the target is damaged.

- Vehicle ‘D’ (Medium Tank) moved 5 steps, and it fires at Armored Car ‘J’.

- Since the vehicle ‘E’ (Light Tank) did not move, it can fire in any 

direction. It fires at the Medium Tank ‘K’. The range is 3, and AV is 

7 (front armor of a Medium Tank). The Red dice roll  and  – the 6 6

target is destroyed (RFV > AV + R).

The player has moved four vehicles by more than one step. All the 

remaining vehicles can move one step only, in this case it's a Light Tank 

Destroyer ‘L’. After the Movement Phase, five units have fired at enemy 

vehicles. 

Parabolic Fire

As already mentioned, in addition to direct fire, howitzers can fire shells in 

a parabolic trajectory and hit targets that are behind cover.

A self-propelled (i.e. mobile) howitzer can fire parabolically only if it has 

not moved in that round.

Calculating a parabolic shot takes time and it is not possible to fire during 

movement or immediately after stopping.

Howitzers can fire parabolically only at targets between minimum and 

maximum range limits (see ‘Parabolic Fire’ in Unit Charts). Targets in 

optimal range have the highest hit probability.

Firing range is measured to the center point of the target (rather than the 

nearest point, used with direct fire), using rulers (green side).

Both the target and the firing howitzer are far enough from the nearest 

building on the shell's trajectory.

If playing with 3D buildings, use a vertical 

protractor to determine if the trajectory 

is clear. Place the rear of the protractor 

base touching the front of the firing unit.

If all obstacles are below the 45° lines of 

both weapon and target (see diagram 

below), parabolic fire is possible.

Example 15: the following diagram shows one whole turn. The ‘beige’ 

player rolls 3 Blue dice, as there are 6 active beige vehicles. The numbers 

rolled are 5, 5, and 5 so one extra vehicle may be moved, a total of 4 (see 

Optional rule 2). The moved vehicles are marked A, B, C, and D in the 

diagram, all of which came into positions to fire at enemy units.

R = 6, AV = 1.  ed  , , and so Three R dice are rolled:  3 2 1

the   6  not enoughRFV is , which is  to destroy the 

target  miss(RFV < AV + R) – this is a .

Trajectory

Parabolic fire targets must be in the weapon’s arc of fire (±27°), but not 

necessarily in direct line of sight. Small obstacles (e.g. vehicles or items of 

similar height) do not obstruct parabolic fire.

Shells can fly over large obstacles, but with certain linitations. If playing 

on a flat board (without 3D buildings), the firing weapon and target must 

not be immediately adjacent to any building on the shell’s trajectory 

(they must be at least one square away from the obstacle).

Example 17:

The firing howitzer is far enough from its adjacent obstacle, but the 

target’s adjacent obstacle is too close, so parabolic fire is not possible.

Example 16:
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Firing Procedure

First check whether firing is possible (range, firing arc and trajectory) and 

clearly point out the firing weapon and its target.

Then roll several Red dice, according to Unit Charts, and sum up the 

numbers after . For example, if firing leaving out one die by choice

howitzer has ‘4/5' written in the ‘Parabolic Fire’ column, roll five dice and 

pick any four of them.

To hit the target, the sum of the numbers on the chosen dice must be 

equal to the target range.

When firing at low range, one of the rolled dice may be the ‘half-die’          

(        , numbers 1–3) to increase hit probability.

Example 18: the following diagram shows a Heavy Self-Propelled 

Howitzer (‘A’) firing parabolically at the opponent's Medium Tank (‘B’). 

Direct fire is not possible, because the target is behind a building.

The howitzer did not move in the Movement 

Phase in order to be able to fire parabolically. The 

measured range is 12. Since the range is close to 

minimum, the player chooses to use a ‘half-die’ 

beside five standard red dice. The rolled numbers 

are: 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Out of the six rolled numbers, there is a possible sum of five that gives the 

desired result: 1 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 12. This is a hit.

parabolic trajectoryra
d

io
 l

in
k

visual contact

previously
destroyed tank

Parabolic fire is possible . If a howitzer only if the target is in visual contact

cannot see the target itself because a large obstacle (e.g. building) is 

obstructing the line of sight, it can still fire if another allied vehicle can 

see the target, as it is deemed to be able to report the target position to 

the howitzer by radio.

Unlike direct line of sight, visual contact is not blocked by active or 

destroyed vehicles.

In the example 18 above, the Armored Car (‘C’) spots the position of the 

enemy Medium Tank (‘B’) and reports it to the howitzer (‘A’).

A shell fired parabolically hits the top of the target, where the armor is the 

thinnest, so .every hit destroys the target

Repairing (Recovery Vehicles)

Recovery vehicles can be used to repair damaged vehicles. The recovery 

vehicle must first be moved to a square adjacent to a damaged vehicle 

and rotated towards it. In the next round, the yellow marker may be 

removed if neither vehicle moves nor fires. Both vehicles can then move 

from the following round.

Example 19:

next round next round

A damaged recovery vehicle can not repair itself.

Pushing

A tank with a dozer blade can push destroyed units to 

remove them as obstacles. A vehicle can push only one 

destroyed unit at a time, and there must be an empty 

square behind the pushed unit.

The destroyed unit is pushed in a straight line, and remains in the same 

orientation. Two steps are spent for pushing one square.

Example 20:

Terrain Features

Panzer Strike includes plastic walls that can be 

positioned on any playing board squares with drawn 

wall remains, or indeed anywhere else on the board to 

add variety.

Any weapon can destroy a wall by firing at it. The wall is 

hit and immediately removed if the sum on the Red dice is 

equal or greater than range to the wall + 3.

Also, any . When a vehicle moves tracked vehicle can drive through a wall

into a square occupied by the wall, it stops there (discarding any 

movement steps it may have left) and the wall section is removed. The 

vehicle cannot fire in the same round.

Direct fire is not possible through walls. When a wall is destroyed, direct 

fire through that square is not possible in the same turn (i.e. if one vehicle 

destroys a wall, other vehicles cannot immediately fire through it).

Barricades are considered indestructible and may 

be placed anywhere on the board. Vehicles cannot 

drive through barricades. Direct fire is possible over 

low barricades, but not through high barricades.
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Basic Scenario

The basic scenario is symmetrical – both players have the same task.

The maximum total unit Effectiveness per player is . Units can be 25 points

placed anywhere in the zones marked ‘A’ in the diagrams.

Each player also has  (SPAA), which three Self-Propelled Anti-Aircraft guns

are not counted in the total Effectiveness. Their deployment zones are 

marked ‘B’ in the diagrams.

SPAA guns can move freely around the board and fire at enemy units.

The game is limited to  (which can be tracked using the Dial 30 rounds

counter). The goal is to . The first destroy at least two enemy SPAA guns

player to do so is the winner. If no player achieves it by the end of the 30th 

round, the game ends in a draw.

Northern:

Central:



Quick Start Guide

A shortened version of the Dynamic rules that can be used to quickly show 

the game basics to new players.

General Rules

Pick the Dynamic Unit Charts (Generic Classes or Types) and choose units 

(combat vehicles) with equal total Effectiveness per player. Unit Charts 

show all characteristics of combat vehicles and other units.

Place the chosen units on opposite sides of the board, within five squares 

from the edges. Each piece occupies a single square, placed either 

orthogonally or diagonally.

One round consists of two turns (each player). A turn consists of two 

phases:

1. Movement Phase – In each round, all vehicles can move one step each.

A limited number of vehicles can move more than one step, which 

depends on how many Blue dice are rolled (according to the total number 

of active vehicles):

Active vehicles:

Number of
Blue dice:

2 - 5

2

6 - 10

3

11 - 15

4

16 - 20

5

21 +

6

2. Firing Phase – firing at enemy vehicles (always after Movement Phase).

Movement

The maximum number of steps a vehicle can move is determined by 

modifying the number on the Blue die according to the vehicle’s speed 

number. Possible steps are:

Tracked Vehicles (Drive Type: ‘T’)

 - a straight move to the square in front

 - a 45° rotation in the current square

A tracked vehicle can also move straight backwards, but only by one step.

Wheeled Vehicles (Drive Type: ‘W’)

 - a straight move to the square in front

 - a 45° left/right move into the square diagonally in front

A wheeled vehicle can reverse one step only, to the square straight 

behind. It can also change direction by 45 degrees in the final square.

Armor

Each vehicle has its armour values. Use the firing unit’s location relative 

to the target to determine whether the hit is to the front, side or rear 

armor.

Firing (Direct Fire)

When a turreted vehicle is firing, if 

not moved in the Firing Phase, it can 

fire in any direction (360°). If moved, 

it can fire in an arc of ±90° (including 

the squares exactly on 90°).

Hull-mounted weapons can fire in an arc of ±27°, 

which is measured using a horizontal protractor.

Parallel horizontal
protractor

Diagonal
horizontal
protractor

To use direct fire, the target must be in the firing unit’s line of sight, and 

range (checked with a ruler).

firing unit

target

A weapon cannot fire at a target located in an adjacent square.

Roll several Red dice, depending on the firing unit’s Firepower. The sum of 

rolled numbers on the dice is the Resulting Firepower Value, or RFV.

The opponent's unit is destroyed if the RFV is equal or greater than the 

sum of the Armor Value and Range.

A destroyed unit remains in place on the board, and a black marker is 

placed on the square under it.

After firing from one unit, move on to the next unit that can fire and 

repeat the procedure.


